
Mahine learning for user modelingGeo�rey I. WebbShool of Computing and MathematisDeakin UniversityGeelong, Vitoria 3217, AustraliaMihael J. Pazzani and Daniel BillsusDept. of Information and Computer SieneUniversity of California, IrvineIrvine, California 92697 USAPrepubliation draft of paper published in User Modeling and User-AdaptedInteration, 11: 19-29, 2001.Abstrat. At �rst blush, user modeling appears to be a prime andidate for straight-forward appliation of standard mahine learning tehniques. Observations of theuser's behavior an provide training examples that a mahine learning system anuse to form a model designed to predit future ations. However, user modeling pos-es a number of hallenges for mahine learning that have hindered its appliationin user modeling, inluding: the need for large data sets; the need for labeled data;onept drift; and omputational omplexity. This paper examines eah of theseissues and reviews approahes to resolving them.1. IntrodutionThe past deade has seen researh into the use of mahine learning tosupport user modeling (ML for UM) pass through a period of delineand then resurgene, with the researh area at the lose of the twen-tieth entury more ative and vibrant than at any previous time. Itis tempting to identify the start of the ML for UM winter as beingmarked by the publiation of Self's (1988) paper in whih he assert-ed that a searh problem that appeared to underlie a diret mahinelearning approah to inferring possible ognitive proess models for arelatively simple modeling task was \learly intratable." While thepaper did not argue that student modeling was intratable per se, thephrase \the intratable problem of student modeling," taken from thetitle of that paper, has been oft repeated, perhaps with less attentionto the �ner detail of the argument within the paper than might bedesired. Without needing to asribe auses to the ML for UM win-ter, it is notable that it was preeded by a deade of muh ativ-ity. Notable examples from this period inlude the work of Brownand Burton (1978), Brown and VanLehn (1980), Gilmore and Self



2 G. Webb, M. Pazzani and D. Billsus(1988), Langley and Ohlsson (1984), Mizoguhi et al. (1987), Reis-er et al. (1985), Sleeman (1984), VanLehn (1982), and Young andO'Shea (1981), muh of it in the area of student modeling1. In on-trast, the period 1988-1994 saw relatively little ativity in the area. Astrong resurgene is evidened however by a speial issue of this journaldevoted to the subjet (volume 8, numbers 1-2, 1998) the number ofreent workshops on the subjet (Bauer et al., 1997; Bauer et al., 1999;Joahims et al., 1999; Rudstorm et al., 1999; Papatheodorou, 1999), andsessions in major onferenes (Goettl et al., 1998; Jameson et al., 1997;Kay, 1999; Lajoie and Vivet, 1999). It is, perhaps, tempting to equatethe start of the thaw with the presentation of the best paper award toMartin and VanLehn's (1993) paper on student modeling at the 1993World Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene in Eduation.While the �eld was initially dominated by researh on student mod-eling, the demands of eletroni ommere and the world-wide-web haveled to rapid growth in researh in the area of information retrieval. Withvast quantities of information available to all users on the web, the needfor tehnologies to personalize the web has arisen.This paper provides a brief overview of the appliation of mahinelearning for user modeling and reviews four ritial issues that are ur-rently limiting the real world appliation of user modeling and looksat the urrent state of attempts to overome them. The four issuesaddressed are:� the need for large data sets;� the need for labeled data;� onept drift; and� omputational omplexity.2. Mahine Learning and User ModelingThe forms that a user model may take are as varied as the purposesfor whih user models are formed. User models may seek to desribe1. the ognitive proesses that underlie the user's ations;2. the di�erenes between the user's skills and expert skills;3. the user's behavioral patterns or preferenes; or1 We onsider student modeling to be a form of user modeling.
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Mahine learning for user modeling 34. the user's harateristis.Early appliations of mahine learning in user modeling foused on the�rst two of these model types, with partiular emphasis paid to devel-oping models of ognitive proesses. In ontrast, reent researh haspredominantly pursued the third approah, fousing on users' behav-ior, as advoated by Webb (1993), rather than on the ognitive pro-esses that underlie that behavior. Appliations of mahine learning todisovering users' harateristis remain rare.Another important dimension along whih it is important to dis-tinguish approahes is with respet to whether they model individualusers or ommunities of users. Whereas muh of the aademi researhin ML for UM onentrates on modeling individual users, many of theemerging appliations of ML for UM in eletroni ommere relate toforming generi models of user ommunities. For example, very sub-stantial inreases in purhases are laimed for systems that reommendproduts to users of retail web sites using models based on purhasesby other users (as exempli�ed by Ungar and Foster, 1998).Situations in whih the user repeatedly performs a task that involvesseleting among several prede�ned options appear ideal for using stan-dard mahine learning tehniques to form a model of the user. Oneexample of suh a task is proessing e-mail by deleting some messagesand �ling others into folders (Segal and Kephart, 1999). Another exam-ple is to determine whih news artiles to read from a web page (Bill-sus and Pazzani, 1999). In suh situations, the information availableto the user to desribe the problem and the deision made an serveas the training data for a learning algorithm. The algorithm will re-ate a model of a user's deision making proess that an then be usedto emulate the user's deisions on future problems. At �rst glane, itmay be tempting to onsider suh user modeling problems as straight-forward standard lassi�ation learning tasks. However, user modelingpresents a number of very signi�ant hallenges for mahine learningappliations. The following setions address some of the key hallengesthat it poses. 3. The need for large data setsThe Syskill & Webert system (Pazzani and Billsus, 1997) is a straight-forward implementation of a mahine learning algorithm (a simpleBayesian lassi�er) applied to the problem of reommending web sites.As a user browses the web, the user indiates whether a web page isinteresting (by liking on a \thumbs up" button on the web browser)
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4 G. Webb, M. Pazzani and D. Billsusor not interesting (by liking on \thumbs down"). The system thenannotates unseen links on the web pages with an assessment of whetherthe user would be interested.One important limitation of the straightforward appliation of mahinelearning systems suh as Syskill & Webert to real world user model-ing tasks is that the learning algorithm does not build a model withaeptable auray until it sees a relatively large number of exam-ples (e.g., 50). In most situations, it is natural that learning algorithmsrequire many training examples to be aurate (Valiant, 1984) sinethere are typially a large number of alternative models to selet from.This problem is addressed in a variety of ways:� Knowledge-based learning approahes, suh as theory re�nement(Ba�es and Mooney, 1996), reate a new model by modifying aninitial model. If an aurate model of the user is lose to the initialmodel, few examples may be required to transform aurately theinitial model into the user model. This may be the ase in stu-dent modeling where the initial model is the \orret" model, andthe student model to be aquired is lose to the orret model.This assumes, however, that there is a single \orret" model thatan serve as a suitable initial model. Attempting to model inor-ret performane as a perturbation of a \orret" model that doesnot orrespond to the basi underlying strategy of the user or stu-dent may be seriously misleading. For instane, there are severalsubstantially di�erent \orret" proedures for the relatively sim-ple skill of elementary subtration (see, for example, Young andO'Shea, 1981). Minor perturbations of eah of these proeduresmay result in substantial di�erenes in preditions about futureperformane.� Some approahes to learning (e.g., nearest neighbor algorithms)an be fairly aurate with a few examples if the new examplesare very similar to the training examples. NewsDude (Billsus andPazzani, 1999) takes advantage of this to reommend news storiesthat follow up on stories the user read previously.� In some ases, it is possible to struture the task so that a learnedmodel need not exatly repliate the user's deision. For exam-ple, the SwiftFile system (formerly known as MailCat, Segal andKephart, 1999) does not automatially �le mail into users' folders,but rather puts the three most likely folders for a message on aprominent plae on the sreen. By having more than one optionavailable and not hindering the user from taking ations that were
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Mahine learning for user modeling 5not antiipated, the system does not have to have an aurate mod-el to be useful.4. The need for labeled dataAnother diÆulty onfronting diret appliation of mahine learningto many user modeling tasks is that the supervised mahine learningapproahes used require expliitly labeled data, but the orret labelsmay not be readily apparent from simple observation of the user'sbehavior. Consider again the example of Syskill & Webert. It wouldbe very diÆult to infer from a web user's browsing behavior whihweb pages they found interesting and whih they did not. However,Syskill & Webert requires these labels in order to be able to make re-ommendations. The solution in this ase has been to require the user toexpliitly label the data by liking a \thumbs up" or \thumbs down"button. The user must perform additional work to provide expliit feed-bak to the system (by liking on a button) but is not provided withan immediate reward. Users rarely provide information to the modelingsystem if they must go out of their way or if they see no immediatebene�t.One approah to this problem is to infer the labels from the user'sbehavior. For example, the Letizia system (Lieberman, 1995) infers thata user is interested in a web page if a variety of ations are performed(e.g., printing the page or reating a bookmark), while the user is notinterested under other irumstanes (e.g., by quikly hitting the bakbutton). Suh impliit feedbak methods allow a large amount of datato be olleted unobtrusively. One an imagine future systems thatwould use the user's faial expression, body language or other forms ofimpliit feedbak for this purpose.Another approah to the problem is to use a small initial body oflabeled examples to infer labels for a larger body of examples whih isthen used to train the learning algorithm. This tehnique is related tothe information retrieval method of pseudo-feedbak (Kwok and Chan,1998) in whih �rst the system �nds douments similar to the user'squery and then it �nds douments similar to the retrieved douments.However, in the mahine learning approah (Nigam et al., 1998), theproess of inferring the label for unseen douments is repeated until astable solution is found via a proedure known as expetation maxi-mization. As well as irumventing the problem of training sets sizes,as disussed in the last setion, this tehnique redues the demand onthe user to label training ases by reduing the number of labeled ases
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6 G. Webb, M. Pazzani and D. Billsusthat are required. These approahes are urrently in their infany butare likely to have a big impat on the �eld into the future.5. Conept DriftEarly approahes to the use of mahine learning for user modelingtended to develop new, speial purpose, and frequently ad ho, mahinelearning tehniques to support their spei� needs. More reently, therehas been a tendeny to seek an adequate problem representation in theform of training examples and orresponding lass labels in order tobe able to draw on well-known algorithms and results from the vastliterature on lassi�ation learning. A potential pitfall of this method-ology is that it might lead to solutions that are not spei�ally gearedtowards the unique harateristis of user modeling appliations. Forexample, user modeling is known to be a very dynami modeling task {attributes that haraterize a user are likely to hange over time. There-fore, it is important that learning algorithms be apable of adjustingto these hanges quikly. From a mahine learning perspetive, thisis a hallenging problem known as onept drift (Widmer and Kubat,1996).This problem is well illustrated by the demands of user modelingfor information retrieval. The main objetive is to learn a model of theuser's interests or information need, in order to failitate retrieval ofrelevant information. Most work on ontent-based information �lteringasts the automated aquisition of user pro�les as a text lassi�a-tion task (for example, Pazzani and Billsus, 1997, Lang, 1995, Mooneyand Roy, 1998). In these systems, a set of text douments rated bythe user (e.g. interesting vs. not interesting) is used as the input fora learning algorithm, and the resulting lassi�er an be interpreted asan automatially-indued model of the user's interests. An underlyingassumption often made is that more training data leads to improvedpreditive performane. However, if we take into aount that a user'sinterests are dynami and are likely to hange over time, this assump-tion does not hold. A lassi�er built from a large number of trainingdouments that aurately reet the user's past interests is of limitedpratial use and might perform substantially worse than a lassi�erlimited to reent data that reets the user's urrent interests. Thisexample illustrates that a good text lassi�ation algorithm is not ne-essarily a useful user modeling algorithm.As researhers have begun to take the importane of onept driftfor user modeling appliations into aount, a few initial solutions haveemerged in the literature. A straightforward approah is simply to plae
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Mahine learning for user modeling 7less weight on older observations of the user (for example, Webb andKuzmyz, 1996). However, there is some evidene that the e�etivenessof this simple approah is onstrained (Webb et al., 1997). Klinken-berg and Renz (1998) explore windowing tehniques similar to ideasproposed by Widmer and Kubat (1996) in the ontext of InformationRetrieval. The entral idea is to limit training data to an adjustabletime window, where the window size depends on observed indiatorssuh as sudden hanges in term distributions.Chiu and Webb (1998) have studied the indution of dual user mod-els as an approah for handling onept drift in the ontext of studentmodeling. In general, user modeling is a task with inherent temporalharateristis. We an assume reently olleted user data to reetthe urrent knowledge, preferenes or abilities of a user more auratelythan data from previous time periods. However, restriting models toreent data an lead to overly spei� models, i.e. models that lassifyinstanes that are similar to reently olleted data with high prei-sion, but perform poorly on instanes that deviate from data used toindue the model. To overome this problem, Chiu and Webb use adual model that lassi�es instanes by �rst onsulting a model trainedon reent data, and delegating lassi�ation to a model trained over alonger time period if the reent model is unable to make a preditionwith suÆient on�dene.Billsus and Pazzani (1999) propose a related idea for personalizedreommendation of news stories. A nearest-neighbor text lassi�ationalgorithm built from reent observations forms a short-term model ofthe user's interests in daily news stories. In ases where the short-termmodel annot make a predition with suÆient on�dene, lassi�ationis delegated to a more general lassi�er based on observations olletedover a longer period of time. This arhiteture allows a system to adjustto interest hanges rapidly, without sari�ing the potential bene�ts ofdata olletion over longer time periods. Furthermore, this system triesto automatially antiipate a speial ase of onept drift: news storiesthat are presented to the user are assumed to diretly a�et the user'sinformation need. As a result, the system tries to prevent presentingsimilar information multiple times, as it is assumed that a ertain pieeof information is only interesting one, and that the onept of what isonsidered interesting drifts at that time.While a start has been made on takling this hallenging problem,this is an area in whih more progress is required if user modeling is torealize its full potential.
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8 G. Webb, M. Pazzani and D. Billsus6. Computational ComplexityThe urrent ML for UM resurgene has witnessed tremendous researhativity. In ontrast, the �eld still has a dearth of �elded appliations.The resulting di�erene between researh interest and ommeriallydeployed systems is espeially apparent in the �eld of Internet-basedappliations. The growth of the Internet has had a tremendous impaton the �eld of ML for UM over the past deade, as researhers haverealized the potential of learning tehniques for automated informationretrieval assistane, resulting in a surge in researh on intelligent infor-mation agents. However, the atual impat of this tehnology on theaverage web user has been fairly limited. We speulate that one rea-son for this e�et is the omputational omplexity of many approahesproposed in aademi researh. While the Internet has paved the wayfor new opportunities to assist users through the use of detailed usermodels, the sheer amount of information available as well as the num-ber of users online has reated new hallenges. It is not unommonfor big portal sites (e.g. Yahoo, Exite or Lyos) to reeive millions ofvisits per day. Clearly, if every one of these users were to be assistedthrough the use of automatially aquired user models, omputationalomplexity would play a major role in the viability of user modelingon the Internet. In ontrast, aademi researh in mahine learning isoften dominated by a ompetitive rae for improved preditive au-ray. When a new algorithm is proposed, it is not unommon that anempirially measured inrease of a fration of a perent in preditiveauray is onsidered a suess if the result is statistially signi�ant.While we realize that there are domains where these subtle aurayimprovements make a ruial di�erene, we think that ML for UM isnot suh a domain. For example, an algorithm that reommends inter-esting information with a preditive auray of 78% might be preferredover an algorithm that ahieves 80%, if the former algorithm requiresonsiderably less CPU time, and therefore allows for deployment inhigh-volume real-world senarios.At a �rst glane, the onstraints imposed by the need for eÆientuser modeling algorithms seem to exlude many omputationally expen-sive learning algorithms and data analysis tehniques from onsid-eration for user modeling tasks. For example, reduing the need forlabeled training data through expetation maximization (Nigam et al.,1998) leads to improved preditive performane, but auses a signi�antinrease in CPU time. However, omputationally expensive algorithmsan still be utilized if they an be applied in senarios where mod-els an be learned o�ine, i.e. without real-time onstraints that wouldrequire short response times. Initial work with a fous on omputa-
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Mahine learning for user modeling 9tional omplexity and suitability for large-sale deployment is start-ing to emerge in the literature. While not stritly a mahine learningapproah, Jester 2.0 is a ollaborative �ltering system that models auser's taste in humor, based on similarities to other users' ratings forjokes (Gupta et al., 1999). The underlying idea of the proposed algo-rithm is to speed up the reommendation proess through the use of apreproessing step based on prinipal omponent- and luster analysis.Sine the preproessing step an be performed o�ine, online reom-mendations an be omputed eÆiently. We believe that this is a stepin the right diretion and hope that future researh in this �eld willbe geared towards tehniques that are diretly appliable to real-worldappliations in order to make the bene�ts of ML for UM available to abroad audiene. 7. ConlusionML for UM has awoken from the winter of the early nineties withrenewed strength and vigor, fueled largely by the demands of the inter-net and other emerging information retrieval tehnologies. However,despite lear potential and demand for ML for UM tehnologies, theyremain primarily in the researh domain. We are yet to witness thewidespread appearane of �elded appliations.In this paper we have outlined four major issues that must be over-ome before widespread appliation of ML for UM will be possible:� the need for large data sets;� the need for labeled data;� onept drift; and� omputational omplexity.While the diÆulty of these problems should not be underestimated, aswe indiate, approahes to overoming them are being atively pursuedand strong progress has been made. Looking forward it appears evidentthat ML for UM is a researh area on the usp of oming-of-age and thatby the time of the twentieth anniversary of this journal, ML for UMwill have taken a plae as a ore tehnology underlying the informationeonomy.
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